2.5.6 CDISC ODM Formats
When you select one of the CDISC ODM formats for the dataset, OpenClinica exports the dataset to
an .xml file that complies with the Operational Data Model (ODM) of the Clinical Data Interchange
Standards Consortium (CDISC) standard. These are the different parameters for the available ODM
formats:
1.3 or 1.2: refers to the version of the ODM specification.
With extensions: Includes OpenClinica entities that are not part of the ODM specification,
such as the Subject Group Class and its attributes.
Full: Includes Discrepancy Notes and the Audit Log.
CDISC ODM is a vendor neutral, platform independent format for interchange and archive of data
collected in clinical trials. The model represents study metadata, data, and administrative data
associated with a clinical trial. The ODM has been designed to be compliant with guidance and
regulations published by the FDA for computer systems used in clinical trials.
The ODM model categorizes a clinical study's data into several kinds of entities including subjects,
study events, forms, item groups, items, and annotations. The metadata of a study describes the
types of study events, forms, item groups, and items that are allowed in the study. The clinical data
of a study will typically have many actual entities corresponding to their definitions described in the
metadata.
Like any XML file, an ODM file consists of a tree of elements that correspond to entities. Each
element consists of required attributes and optional attributes. An ODM file type must be either
Snapshot or Transactional. A Snapshot file shows the current state of the included data. A
Transactional file shows both latest state and (optionally) some prior states of an included entity. An
ODM file has a Granularity attribute which describes the coverage information of the ODM file.
The ODM file consists of two parts: metadata followed by Subject data. The metadata provides OIDs
for the Study, units (as defined when the CRFs were created), Event information, CRF information
including Item Groups and Items with information about validations, and user account information.
The Subject data provides Subject information, Event information, CRF information, and then the
values.
CDISC ODM Format XML File - Metadata Section (Partial View):

CDISC ODM Format XML File - Subject Data Section (Partial View):

For more details about the ODM specification and its use in OpenClinica, see CDISC ODM
Representation in OpenClinica in the OpenClinica Technical Documentation, and the ODM Final
Version 1.3 for Implementation at the CDISC web site.
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